THE FRIENDS OF NEW YORKERS FOR CHILDREN
REQUEST THE PLEASURE OF YOUR COMPANY
FOR THE

10TH ANNIVERSARY
SPRING DINNER DANCE
NEW YEAR’S IN APRIL: A FOOL’S FÊTE

TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 2013
COCKTAILS AND SILENT AUCTION 7:30PM
DINNER 8:30PM
DESSERT AND DANCING 10:00PM

THE BALLROOM
MANDARIN ORIENTAL, NEW YORK
THE TIME WARNER CENTER

BLACK TIE

PRESENTED BY
VALENTINO
HONORARY CHAIR
DAYSSI OLARTE DE KANAVOS

EVENT CHAIRS
DEREK ANDERSON • ALLISON ASTON • MARISA BROWN • ALINA CHO • NATALIA GOTTFRET ECHAVARRIA
NICOLE ESPOSITO • LYDIA FENET • RORY HERMELEE • VICTOR KUBICEK • AMY MCFARLAND
EUAN RELLIE • SUSAN SHIN

CO-CHAIRS
SELITA EBANKS • LISE AND MICHAEL EVANS • AYLAR FARNOS • ELISABETH NOEL JONES AND KILIAN HENNESSY
WENDY KAHN • SCOTT AND CANDICE POSNER • RAM SUNDARAM AND PREETHI KRISHNA

VICE CHAIRS
AKON • LILY ALDRIDGE • ALESSANDRA AMBROSIO • JOHN DEMSEY • CLAIRE DISTENFELD
LINDSAY ELLINGSON • ALISON HARMELIN AND SAMER HAMADEH • JESSICA HART
ELSA HOSK • JACK HUSTON AND SHANNAN CLICK • WYCLEF JEAN
DOUTZEN KROES • DIDIER AND MONA MAINE DE BIRAN
MARIA GIULIA MARAMOTTI • ROSE MCGOWAN • CLARE MCKEON
TINSLEY MERCER MORTIMER • OLUCHI ORLANDI • ANNELISE PETERSON
CRYSTAL RENN • HILARY RHODA • CARLOS SOUZA • NICOLE TRUNFIO • DIANNE VAVRA
NEW YORKERS FOR CHILDREN
10TH ANNIVERSARY SPRING DINNER DANCE
NEW YEAR’S IN APRIL: A FOOL’S FÊTE

PRESENTING SPONSOR
VALENTINO

ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE
SPONSORS
BNY MELLON • LISE AND MICHAEL EVANS • RAM SUNDARAM AND PREETHI KRISHNA

BENEFACTORS
ARMANI EXCHANGE • M·A·C COSMETICS • DAYSSI AND PAUL KANAVOS
PRADA • PUIG • CHRISTINE AND STEPHEN SCHWARZMAN

PATRONS
CNN • DIOR BEAUTY • NATALIA AND SEBASTIAN ECHAVARRIA
JIMMY CHOO • LA PERLA • MAX MARA • CLARE MCKEON
ALI NAMVAR • PILAR CRESPI ROBERT AND STEPHEN ROBERT
SAKS FIFTH AVENUE • SUN CAPITAL PARTNERS FOUNDATION
SPRING DINNER DANCE COMMITTEE

PATRONS
HEBA ABEDIN • ALLISON ASTON • THE BOYD LAW GROUP, PLLC • MARISA AND MATT BROWN • SUSAN L. BURDEN
CERINI AND ASSOCIATES, LLP • MARTIN DESOFFY • RICHARD E. FARLEY • AYLA AND ANTONIO FARNOS
KENNETH FOX • HOV NANIAN ENTERPRISES • ERIC JAVITS JR. • ELISABETH NOEL JONES AND KILIAN HENNESSY • ANDREA KARAMBELAS
LAUREN JONES KENNY • YUNG HEE KIM • KELLY KLEIN • STEPHANIE LANASA • ALEXANDRA LEBENTHAL AND JAY DIAMOND
PIA AND DAVID LEDY • KEVIN AND ERIKA LILES • MEGAN AND DAVID MALVERN • LAUREN SHORTT PINTO • BETSY PITTS
JONATHAN REED AND JEFFREY DODD • LUCY SYKES RELLIE AND EUAN RELLIE • ANNETTE ROMAS
PAOLA AND ARNOLD ROSENSHEIN • ANDREW SAFFIR AND DANIEL BENEDICT • PRIYA SHUKLA AND RALPH TOTOONCHIE
MARY SNOW • ALETA SPITALERI • TRACY STERN • TERESA AND PAUL TEAGUE • ROBERT AND JENNIFER VECCHIO
AMANDA AND DOUGLAS WURTZ • JILL AND PAUL YABLO

FRIENDS
SACHIN AND BABI AHLUWALIA • SHAUNA BROOK • EJ CAMP • ALINA CHO • CLAIRE DISTENFELD • NICOLE ESPOSITO
ADELINA WONG ETTELSON • LYDIA FENET • LISA FIELDS • CLAY L. FLOREN • TRISHA GREGORY
ZANI GUGELMANN • ALISON HARMELIN AND SAMER HAMADEH • JILL AND HARRY KARGMAN
KELLY FLORIO KASOUF AND DAVID KASOUF • STEPHANIE LACAVA • MELANIE LAZENBY • JULIE AND WILLIAM MACKLOWE
AMY MCFARLAND • LARA MEILAND-SHAW AND CLAUDE SHAW • GILLIAN AND SYLVESTER MINITER • REBECCA MINKOFF
POONEH MOHAZZABI • TINSLEY MERCER MORTIMER • ETHAN PARK AND TANA CHUNG • CORALIE CHARRIOL PAUL
JULIO PEKAROVIC AND MARIA VASCONCELOS • ANNELISE PETERSON • PHYSIQUE 57 • OLIVIA SANDEL MAN • SCHRIFFEN
LACARY SHARPE • SUSAN SHIN • THE REAL REAL • LAURA WEIL • VANESSA WEINER VON BISMARCK AND MAXIMILIAN WEINER
ARDEN WOHL • GIGI STONE WOODS • BETTINA ZILKHA

CONTRIBUTORS
JEFFREY CLIFFORD AND JENNIFER FOX • J. PEPE FANJUL • MICHELE SODI • SHIMON WOLF

AS OF MARCH 1, 2013
New Yorkers For Children (NYFC) works in partnership with the Administration for Children’s Services (ACS) to improve the prospects of children supported by the child welfare system and to engage New Yorkers in that effort. With a focus on young people in foster care, NYFC supports programs that promote paths to stable adulthood through education and sustainable relationships with caring adults.

FRIENDS COMMITTEE
Derek Anderson • Allison Aston • Daniel Benedict • Maggie Betts • Marisa Brown • Alina Cho
Maggie Cordish • Cristina Greeven Cuomo • Claire Distenfeld • Selita Ebanks • Natalia Gottret Echavarria
Nicole Esposito • Adelina Wong Etelson • Ayla Farnos • Lydia Fenet • Megan Bowman Gray • Zani Gugelmann
Alison Harmelin • Rory Hermelee • Derrick D-Nice Jones • Elisabeth Noel Jones • Lauren Jones Kenny • Victor Kublick
Stephanie Lacava • Katie Lee • Julie Macklowe • Maria Giulia Maramotti • Amy McFarland • Clare Mckeon • Tinsley Mercer Mortimer
Olivia Palermo • Coralie Charriol Paul • Annelise Peterson • Zac Pose • Euan Rellie • Hilary Rhoda • Rachel Roy
Andrew Saffir • Olivia Sandelman • Lauren Santo Domingo • Andrea Scoppetta • Susan Shin
Vanessa Weiner von Bismarck • Arden Wohl • Viktoria Wulffen

NEW YORKERS FOR CHILDREN
SUSAN L. MAGAZINE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

646.257.2930  WWW.NEWYORKERSFORCHILDREN.ORG

APRIL FOOL’S DAY

In sixteenth century France, the start of the new year was observed on April first. It was celebrated in much the same way as it is today with parties and dancing. Then in 1562, pope Gregory introduced a new calendar for the Christian world, and the new year fell on January first. There were some people, however, who had not heard or did not believe in the change of date, so they continued to celebrate New Year’s Day on April first. Others played tricks on them and called them April fools. Over the years, this practice evolved to the American tradition of prank-playing on the first day of April.
THE FRIENDS OF NEW YORKERS FOR CHILDREN
10TH ANNIVERSARY SPRING DINNER DANCE
NEW YEAR’S IN APRIL: A FOOL’S FÊTE
TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 2013
MANDARIN ORIENTAL, NEW YORK

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE PLACED ON THE WAIT LIST, PLEASE CONTACT JENNIFER HOUSTON AT 212.867.1117

ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE TABLES

________ Sp. Sponsor Table of 10 at $25,000
Includes a premium table for ten, sponsor table listing in the printed program, special acknowledgment from the podium, inclusion in all press materials, opportunity to showcase products in the silent auction and photo opportunities with chairs and special guests.

________ Benefactor Table of 10 at $15,000
Includes a priority table for ten, benefactor table listing in the printed program and opportunity to showcase products in the silent auction.

Sold Out ________ Patron Table of 10 at $10,000
Includes a prime table for ten and patron table listing in the printed program.

SPRING DINNER DANCE TICKETS

________ Back-To-School Friend Ticket(s) at $3,000
Includes premiere individual seating at dinner, back-to-school friend listing in the printed program, and one back-to-school package for a youth in foster care.

Sold Out ________ Patron Ticket(s) at $1,000
Includes preferred individual seating at dinner and patron listing in the printed program.

________ Friend Ticket(s) at $750
Includes individual seating at dinner and friend listing in the printed program.

I/we will be unable to attend, but would like to support New Yorkers for Children.
Enclosed is a contribution of $________

For tax purposes, $1,250/$125 per table/ticket is non-deductible.

Regretfully, we cannot issue refunds.

Please see reverse side for payment information.

For more information about New Yorkers for Children, visit our website at www.newyorkersforchildren.org.

CREDIT CARD NUMBER ________________________
EXPIRATION DATE ________________________ SECURITY CODE ____________

TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE CHARGED ________________________

SIGNATURE ________________________

NAME ON CARD (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE) ________________________

BILLING ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE) ________________________

Please contact Jennifer Houston at 212.867.1117 or jhouston@innovativephilanthropy.net with any questions.

I/we would like to be seated with:

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________